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A thermal-wave resonant cavity was constructed using a thin dUminUM foil wall as the 
intensity-modulated-laser-beam induced oscillator source opposite a pyroelectric polyvilidene 
fluoride wall acting as a signal transducer and cavity standing-wave-equivalent generator. It was 
shown that scanning the frequency of oscillation produces the fundamental and higher overtone 
resonant extrema albeit with increasingly attenuated amplitude-a characteristic of thermal-wave 
behavior. Experimentally, scanning the cavity length produced a sharp lock-in in-phase resonance 
with simple linewidth dependencies on oscillation (chopping) frequency and intracavity gas thermal 
diffusivity. The thermal diffusivity of air at 294 K was measured with three significant figure 
accuracy: 0.21 l&O.004 cm%. The novel resonator can be used as a high-resolution thermophysical 
property sensor of gaseous ambients. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION -kVT(r,t)=F(r,t), 

Traditionally thermal-wave generation and detection in 
condensed phases involves the scanning of the modulation 
frequency of the source medium intensity, usually a chopped 
laser beam. Amplitude and phase spectra are thus obtained, 
which have been conveniently and successfully modeled (us- 
ing propagating wave language) as representing the superpo- 
sition of forward- and backward-propagating thermal waves 
in an excited sample of finite thickness. As a result, the be- 
havior of the detected frequency scan can be explained by 
summing up the entire wave train which forms a spatial in- 
terference pattern.’ The attribution of propagating wave-field 
properties to diffusive, spatially heavily damped temperature 
oscillations in a medium of finite thickness, either in the 
form of the spatial superposition of counterpropagating ther- 
mal waves,’ or by use of well-known sourcing techniques 
involving energy reflections at material boundaries (e.g., the 
method of images)a*3 is, in fact, invoked only for mathemati- 
cal convenience and has been experimentally4 justified 
through its well-documented agreement with experimental 
amplitude and phase results obtained by a number of 
investigators.5 Even though the foregoing approaches do 
yield excellent theoretical fittings of data obtained under a 
great variety of conditions and geometries, and they predict 
reliable values of thermophysical properties in very good 
agreement with those obtained independently by nonphoto- 
thermal techniques, nevertheless it must be emphasized that 
the Lzterpretation of the fitted data in terms of standing 
thermal-wave fields, or as a result of thermal-energy inter- 
reflections from geometric boundaries of a given experimen- 
tal configuration, should be made with the utmost caution. 
Unlike conventional propagating wave fields, and despite the 
prevailing descriptions of the propagation of thermal waves 
in the literature, diffusive temperature-wave behavior cannot 
sustain retlections at the boundaries where the thermophysi- 
cal properties change abruptly, because conduction heat 
transfer is unidirectional and only activated by existing tem- 
perature gradients which generate net heat fluxes in the ap- 
propriate directions in a material according to the continuity 
equation’ 

where F is the thermal flux, T is the temperature, and k is the 
thermal conductivity of the material. The existence, however, 
of a discontinuity in the thermal properties (specifically the 
therma effusivity) across a material interface does cause the 
rate of forward propagation to change at that boundary. 

If the boundary delineates passage to a region with 
poorer thermal effusivity, such as is the case with the air- 
polymer interface considered in this work, then the forward 
thermal-wave flux decreases. This effect can be described 
mathematically by the addition of a backward propagating 
thermal-wave source in the spatial region immediately after 
the boundary, or, equivalently, by the introduction of a “re- 
fleeted thermal ray” into the region before the boundary. 
This, of course, cannot occur physically in view of Eq. (l), 
since a counterpropagating thermal-energy field would be in 
conflict with the pre-existing forward direction of the tem- 
perature gradient. Nevertheless, in the presence of the ther- 
mal obstruction at the boundary, either of these mathematical 
constructs results in an excess amount of thermal power lo- 
calized in the before-the-boundary spatial region, equal to 
that which would have been introduced ifan image source or 
a thermal-wave rejlection were physically possible. In the 
case of the mathematical representation by “reflected” ther- 
mal waves, the counterpropagating nature of these waves can 
be further exploited to predict the presence of “standing ther- 
mal waves,” as tirst done by Bennett and Patty.’ It should be 
clear from the foregoing that no such standing waves are 
possible. Physically, however, the confined excess thermal- 
wave power in the before-the-boundary region contributes to 
forming locally different phase relationships from that which 
would exist if the boundary obstruction were absent. The 
accumulation of modulated thermal power in this region 
forms a node and antinode pattern of the thermal-wave field 
which can be accurately described mathematically by a 
standing-wave pattern created by infinite inter-reflections of 
the thermal wave fronts across the front and backboundaries 
of the confined spatial region under consideration. 

Conversely, if the boundary accosted by the forwardly 
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propagating thermal wave marks the passage to a region with 
better thermophysical properties (i.e., thermal effusivityj 
than the confinement region, the thermal-wave tlux increases 
in the direction of the temperature gradient. The presence of 
the heat sink can be described mathematically by the subtrac- 
tion of a thermal-wave source or a negative reflection term. 
The net result of these mathematical constructs is an ex- 
tracted amount of thermal power from the before-the- 
boundary spatial region, equal to that which would have 
been missing if an image heat sink or a negative thermal- 
wave reflection were physically possible. The counterpropa- 
gating nature of the negative reflections can also be shown to 
result mathematically in a standing-thermal-wave pattern of 
nodes and antinodes in the confinement region. This pattern 
exhibits lower antinode intensity than the one stemming 
from the positive reliection superpositions in the foregoing 
case. 

In this work, exploiting further the mathematical analog 
of confined thermal-wave propagation to standing thermal 
waves in gaseous ambients, and in the context of recent in- 
strumental developments,7 we report the first experimental 
observation of a spatial pattern which is consistent with a 
cavity resonance due to standing waves when the cavity 
length is properly tuned to an antinode position in the me- 
dium of propagation. This type of variable-length cavity has 
been called a thermal-wave resonator cavity by analogy to 
properly traveling (i.e., nondiffusive) wave-field resonators. 

II. INSTRUMENTATION AND CAVITY THEORY 

A. Thermal-wave resonator cavity construction 

The ability to scan laser-beam intensity modulation fre- 
quencies has been the most powerful control parameter of 
the experimenter in the dynamic thermal-wave probing of 
matter to date. The recent development of a photopyroelec- 
tric (PPE) detector with a variable sample-to-source 
distance,7 however, has introduced the variability of the 
thermal-wave cavity length at a single modulation frequency 
as another, equally powerful, control parameter. This scheme 
exhibits a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than frequency- 
scanned schemes, because the instrumental transfer function 
remains constant during the experiment, following its opti- 
mization at a single cavity length, thus fixing the noise band- 
width throughout the scan.” Furthermore, given the proven 
adequacy of the mathematical description of the confined 
thermal wave between two interfacial boundaries in terms of 
a spatially resolved standing-wave pattern,‘96 one may expect 
that the ability to vary the sample-to-detector distance can 
take advantage of the well-known characteristics of this pat- 
tern and tune it to a resonance condition, in a manner famil- 
iar from the resonances observed in optical or acoustical 
cavities, but with a heavily damped spatial profile, somewhat 
similar to a damped harmonic oscillator upon interchange 
between the time and space variables. The situation, of 
course, is very different from that prevailing in optical or 
acoustical resonators, since there one deals with freely trav- 
eling and counterpropagating waves. 

A major effort in this work was the construction of the 
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of thermal-wave resonator cavity. (b) Block diagram 
of the experimental system used for the excitation and observation of the 
thermal-wave resonances L: lens; C: mechanical chopper, S: aluminum wall 
of thermal-wave cavity; D: PVDF cavity wall and detector; P: preamplifier; 
LIA: lock-in amplifier; C D: chopper driver; PC: Computer; G: plotter. 

first thermal-wave resonator cavity with variable length, and 
the study of the nature of the cavity resonance condition. A 
block diagram of the cavity geometry is shown in Fig. l(a). 
One cavity wall was simply made by mounting a 15pm- 
thick aluminum foil on a circular ring so as to form a 
stretched, flat surface of - 1 cm diam. .The other wall was the 
surface of a pyroelectric polyvinylidene tluoride (PVDF) thin 
film circular sensor, 52 pm thick and 0.8 cm in diameter, 
enclosed in a modified InficonTM housing which acts simul- 
taneously as a mechanical support and pyroelectric thermal- 
wave signal detector and transducer. The PVDF-film sensor 
is a pyroelectric polymer energy-conversion transducer,’ 
which operates in either the open-circuit-voltage or the short- 
circuit-current signal generation mode. In the former (lower- 
noise) mode, the sensor generates an ac voltage across its 
electrode surfaces proportional to a temperature oscillation 
(thermal wave) on the PVDF surface. The PVDF side of the 
parallel-wall cavity was mounted on a micrometer stage, 
which allowed the cavity length to vary as desired with a IO 
pm step resolution. The experimental setup is shown in 
block form in Fig. l(b). The aluminum foil surface exterior 
to the cavity was sooted lightly in order to enhance optical 
absorption and thermal-wave signal generation from a me- 
chanically chopped 10 mW He-Ne laser incident normal to 
the surface, while remaining entirely thermally thin in the 
frequency range I-20 Hz. Indeed, from the average reported 
value of thermal diffusivity of aluminum (~,=0.85 cm’/s),” 
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FIG. 2. Theoretical lock-in in-phase (IP) and quadrature (Q) line shapes of thermal-wave resonances as functions of laser-beam modulation frequency in a 
cavity with length L=O.2 cm, aluminum and PVDF walls, and gas (air) thermal diffusivity cu,=O.22 cm%. Frequency scan: (a) O-80 Hz; (b) 60-220 Hz. 

the shortest thermal diffusion length in this frequency range, 
is given by6 

In aluminum this can be calculated to be 1.16 mm %- 15 pm, 
i.e., the foil was totally thermally thin. This requirement is 
nece&ary in order to preserve the phase of the thermal wave 

(2) 
across the foil thickness, thus maximizing the lock-in in- 
phase resonance peak without rotating the cavity phasor [tan- 

TABLE I. 

sdl) (Hz) At-$) (Hz) Xp) (cm) UP) en Q” CQ) 2LIXk”’ 

In-phase channel 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Quadrature channel 
1 
2 
3 
4 

2.59 8.08 1.04 0.32 0.38 
38.23 25.52 0.27 1.50 1.47 

108.55 43.53 0.16 2.49 2.48 
214.11 61.50 0.11 3.48 3.49 

16.34 16.37 0.41 0.30 0.96 
69.99 34.59 0.20 1.30 1.98 

156.93 52.52 0.13 2.93 2.99 
280.09 70.48 0.10 5.22 3.99 
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tamount to mixing the lock-in amplifier-in-phase (IP) and 
quadrature (Qj components]. The rest of the instrumental 
geometry in Fig. l(b) is standard for thermal-wave measure- 
ments. 

The dependence of the PPE thermal-wave signal on the 
cavity length L is’ 

V( L, ag, w) =const X 
exd - a&) 

I- ygsygp exp( - 2fl&) ’ 
(3) 

where aR is the complex thermal-wave diffusion coefficient 

(4) 

and yjk are thermal coefficients at the (j-k) interface 6: 
gas; s: solid wall (aluminum foil); and p: PVDF wall), de- 
fined as 

'Il-bjk) -. 
Yjk= (1 +bjk) 1 

Lyj& 
b.ik3 akg. (5) 

Here bjk are the thermal coupling coefficients at the interface 
between media (j) and (k); K denotes thermal conductivity, 
and w is the angular modulation frequency of the thermal 
wave. The only assumptions underlying Eq. (3) are (a) the 
complete opacity of the surface on which the laser radiation 
impinges (validated in this case by the sooted aluminum 
foil), and (b) the one dimensionality of the thermal-wave 
response of the cavity, valid when the laser beam diameter is 
large compared to the thermal diffusion length ,us in the 
cavity (-0.6 and -0.06 cm, respectively, in the present 
setup). 

B. Frequency resonances and the quality factor (Q) 
of the cavity 

Standing thermal-wave mode patterns are formed in the 
cavity of length L, loosely similar to the acoustical open- 
ended “organ-pipe” resonances,” but unlike the optical- 
cavity (Fabry-Perot) counterparts.‘2 This is so owing to the 
similarities of the boundary conditions between the acousti- 
cal open-ended pipe and the thermal-wave cavity: They both 
exhibit an antinode at one boundary (end) plane. For the 
thermal-wave cavity this end plane is the thin metal-foil front 
wall on which the incident laser irradiation is converted into 
a temperature oscillation. For the acoustic cavity there may 
be one or two antinodes at the end planes, depending on 
whether one or both pipe ends are open. There is no a priori 
constraint (nodal or antinodal boundary condition) at the 
other end plane of the thermal-wave cavity. In principle, an 
antinode exists there if the backwall is a perfect thermal in- 
sulator (bgP = a; y,, = - 1). A node exists there if the back- 
wall is a perfect thermal conductor (b,, = 0; y,, = 1). For all 
physical wall materials the actual value of ygygp is in the range 
[- I,+ l] and determines the fraction of thermal-wave power 
“reflected” to form standing waves. On the other hand, the 
optical Fabry-Perot resonator forms nodal patterns at both 
cavity end planes. Therefore, it is not an analog to the 
thermal-wave resonator. 

Under standing-wave conditions, significant thermal- 
wave-field enhancement may be expected to occur at reso- 
nances of the cavity. Figure 2 shows theoretical frequency 
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FIG. 3. (a) Theoretical lock-in IP-channel lineshape of thermal-wave fun- 
damental and first overtone resonances as a function of length in a cavity 
with f=20 Hz and gas thermal diffusivity (w,=O.22 cm%. The linewidth 
(m) end points L, and & are also shown; (b) The Q-channel funda- 
mental resonance peak. 

scans of the cavity of Fig. l(a) with L = 0.2 cm, aluminum 
wall thickness I= 15 pm, and air as the gaseous medium 
confined between the walls. Calculations of the IP- and 
Q-signal channels of the lock-in amplifier were made, using 
aluminum, copper, or brass walls with the following param- 
eters: cr,,=O.98 cm%, l3 K,,=2.37 W/cm K,r3 ~z,-~==1.12 
cm%,i4 K,,=3.86 W/cm K,14 a,,ybrass=0.34 cm%,‘4 
K brass= 1.11 W/cm K,14 ag,=O.22 cm2/s,t3 K,,=2.62X lo-” 
W/cm K,i3 L+~,,=S.~X 10m4 cm’/s,‘5 K,,,,= 1.3X 10m3 
W/cm K.15 In Fig. 2(a) the fundamental resonance antinode 
is shown for a cavity wall made of aluminum foil. It occurs 
at very low frequencies (2.59 Hz for the IP oscillation and 
16.34 Hz for the Q oscillation). The IP-component exhibits a 
strong and narrow minimum, whereas the Q component 
gives a much weaker and broader maximum. These extrema 
are further followed by higher-frequency antinodes at 38.23 
Hz (IP maximum) at 69.98 Hz (Q minimum) on Fig. 2(a). In 
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the fundamental IP resonant linewidth (b-L,) on 
chopping frequency with air as intracavity gas; L=O.2 cm. 

order to enhance the visibility of the strongly attenuated 
overtones, the ordinate of Fig. 2(b) was amplified by X 10 
and the frequency range was gated to exclude the strong, 
low-frequency resonances. In the range 60-220 Hz, the Q 
channel exhibits a relatively strong and narrow minimum, 
followed by a broad maximum; the IP channel exhibits only 
weak and broad antinodes, Table I shows the frequencies of 
the four lowest IP- and Q-channel thermal-wave resonances 
in the cavity, fyj, the cavity linewidths, Afg’, (full widths at 
half-maxima, FWHM) corresponding to these resonances, 
and the thermal wavelengths corresponding to the resonant 
frequencies given by 

xx”‘=2 2. -\i 
The linewidths shown in Table I were calculated with refer- 
ence to the zero signal baselines. In analogy to traveling- 
wave fields, column 4 of Table I shows the value obtained 
for the cavity quality factor (Q factor) for each of the reso- 
nance peaks, defined as” 

(171 

for either IP- or Q-channel resonance. It can be seen that the 
Q,, factors characterizing thermal-wave resonator cavities in- 
crease with increasing overtone frequency, thus offering im- 
proved peak resolution at higher frequencies. Nevertheless, 
they are extremely low in comparison with, for instance, op- 
tical Fabry-Perot resonant cavities which exhibit Q’s greater 
than 108. These results are consistent with the extremely 
lossy (diffusive) nature of thermal-wave cavities. Finally, 
Table I shows the values of the quantity 2LIXp) in column 
5. There is excellent correlational “quantization” in the Q 
channel to the integer (n), which improves rapidly with in- 
creasing n (4% difference for y1= 1; 0.25% difference for 
IZ =4). The foregoing correlation can thus be written to a 
very good approximation in the form 
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~!“i 
Len +; n= 1,2,3,4 ,... . (8) 

which is the well-known antinodal condition for standing 
waves in an open-ended resonator, such as an uncapped pipe 
organ” as discussed earlier on. Therefore, in view of Eq. (8), 
the n> 1 overtones of the thermal-wave cavity can be in- 
creasingly considered as “harmonics” of the fundamental 
cavity resonance frequency fR . (l) It is interesting to note from 
cohunn 5 of Table I, that the IP-channel also obeys a half- 
integer quantization rule of the form 

kg’ 
L=(n-3) ?: n= 1,2,3,4 ,..., (9) 

which is the same as the antinodal condition for standing 
waves in a pipe resonator with the far end capped.” The 
departure of the fundamental from the ideal theoretical value 
(n = 1 j is the result of the shifting of the resonance peak to a 
lower value in Fig. 2(a) due to the exponential weighing 
factor in Eq. (3) which decreases steeply in this region and 
skews the position of the peak frequency toward the low end. 
This peak shift is more pronounced in the IP channel than in 
the Q channel, because the cos function in the real part of the 
numerator of Eq. (3) has a maximum at 0 Hz (i.e., at dc) 
where the exponential decay rate is steepest and greatly af- 
fects the position of the nearest maximum of the product 
function comprising the real part of the numerator. On the 
other hand, the sin function in the imaginary part of the 
numerator of Eq. (3) peaks at higher frequencies, where the 
decay of the exponential envelope is gentler, so the product 
function peaks much closer to the actual peak of the sin 
component, in a manner quite similar to the position of the 
antinode in open-ended cavities with standing longitudinal- 
wave patterns. It is for these reasons that the IP-channel reso- 
nance condition for the fundamental is in much poorer agree- 
ment with the ideal theoretical expression for n= 1, Eq. (9), 
than is the Q-channel fundamental resonance with Eq. (8). 
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Nevertheless, the IP-channel overtone resonance agreement 
with Eq. (9) improves very rapidly with increasing n (24% 
difference for n= 1; 0.29% difference for n =4). 

C. Cavity-length resonances 

The condition for the length of a  traveling-wave 
resonance-forming cavity” is that the phase ,of the thermal 
wave should return to its original value (plus an integral 
multiple of 2~) after one round trip in the cavity. It is easy to 
show from Eq, (3) that for thermal waves the Q-channel 
resonance condition is reduced to the familiar requirement 
that the cavity length must be equal to an integral number n 
of half-wavelengths as described by Eq. (8). Owing to the 
exponentially damped nature of thermal waves in space, in 
practice only the n= 1 condition matters, for which 

m  

Here f = w/2 w and A, corresponds to the geometry of Fig. 
l(a) with the length L tuned so as to produce the resonance 
condition, Eq. (IO). The resonant L appears with the sub- 
script “R.” Similarly, the IP-channel resonance condition is 
reduced to the requirement that the cavity length must be an 
integral number of quarter-wavelengths as described by Eq. 
(9). Here, again, only the n = 1 condition matters in practice, 
for which 

L$‘? = LA 
4  tw- 

Figure 3(a) shows the theoretical IP resonance l ineshape 
for a cavity of variable L, with the peak (trough) occurring at 
L=$Atw, which renders the cavity a thermal-wave resonator. 
A secondary peak appears when L is changed to a larger 
value corresponding to the second overtone of the cavity: 
L=3XtW/4, Eq. (9). The Q-channel line shape in Fig. 3(b) is 
much broader than the IP counterpart. Here the (weak) peak 
occurs at the fundamental resonance condition L=&, , as 
expected from Eq. (8). In conclusion, thermal-wave cavity 
resonances are’ most likely to be observed and utilized for 
accurate thermophysical measurements in gaseous ambients 
b-y use of the IP channel of the lock-in ampli$er (photo)py- 
roelectric signal. 

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The positional measurement of the peak in Fig. 3(a) de- 
pends on the accurate knowledge of the absolute value of L, 
which is not an easy task, given the extreme sensitivity of the 
thermal-wave decay envelope on distance from the oscillator 
source (cavity wall). The normalization factor of the ordinate 
was chosen so as to set the constant in Eq. (3) equal to 1. A 
far more accurate means of measurement is the linewidth 
(FWHM) of the resonance line shape,“*12 since it involves 
only relative values of L. In terms of Fig. 3(a) 

FWHM=&IP,,+ IP&j. W) 

The relative cavity lengths L, and L, corresponding to 
FWHM are shown in Fig. 3(a). They can be found experi- 
mentally, and an absolute measurement of the 
FWHM=L,  -L t can be made. The measurement of the po- 
sition of the FWHM on the ordinate must be made using the 
Zero-signal (IP=O baseline) as the reference value, also 
shown in Fig. 3(a). Numerical calculations of the real part of 
Fq. (3), coresponding to the lock-m IP signal show that the 
Iinewidth changes with chopping frequency, f, and thermal 
diffusivity, cyg , as indicated in Figs. 4  and 5, respectively. 
The decreased linewidth (narrower resonance peak) with in- 
creasing frequency implies that the experimental sensitivity 
to gas thermal diffusivity changes, which induce peak shifts, 
improves at higher frequency cavity scans, provided the SNR 
remains satisfactory. This is consistent with the trends for 
increased cavity Q factor at overtone resonances, Table I. On 
the contrary, the increased linewidth with increasing thermal 
diffusivity predicts lower resolution for highly conducting 
gases (‘e.g., hydrogen or helium), which can be partly offset 
by increasing the frequency. The resonator can be easily cali- 
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brated owing to the essentially linear dependence of FWHM’ 
with CY~. The correlation coefficient for a straight line of the 
we 

a,=AXFWHM2+B C.13) 

is >0.9999 for the curves shown in Fig. 5. The effect of the 
cavity wall material enters the calculation through the coef- 
ficients Yjk, Eq. (sj. 

The calibration of the cavity is most convenient with 
respect to air as the reference ambient gas. Based on the 
definition of blk in Eq. t5), these coefficients can explicitly 
carry a dependence on gas relative diffusivity with respect to 
ambient air by writing 

b8/,=bnpd&%; bgs=b.sm, (141 

where the subscript “a” stands for “am” The advantage of 
Eqs. (14) is that, once (Ye is known, all other diffusivities can 
be measured with respect to that value. The curves for cavi- 
ties with Al, Cu, or brass walls have been calculated in Fig. 
5 with thermophysical values taken from the data given in 
Sec. II B. It can be seen that thermophysically very different 
wall materials have little effect in the linearity or the slope of 
the curves in Fig. 5, which makes the thermal-wave resona- 
tor quite useful as a gas sensor. If the linewidth curve of Fig. 
4 is plotted in the form FWHM’ vs o-‘, a straight line re- 
sults, which may also be calibrated and used for gas diffu- 
sivity measurements. 

Figure 6 shows experimental resonance lineshapes nor- 
malized by the PPE signal generated in the geometry of Fig. 
1 by the direct incidence of the laser beam on the PVDF 
detector in the absence-of the cavity. Both IP and Q channels 
are shown. Also shown is the theoretical fit of Eq. (3) to the 
data using an Al resonator wall 15 ,um thick at .f=20 Hz. 
The 20 Hz lineshape fit gave agti=0.21 1 to.004 cm*/s for 
both TP and Q channels at ambient temperature of 21 “C. 
This value can be compared to the literature value of 0.22 
cm% (Ref. 13) quoted at 300 K. The value of the thermal 
diffisivity of air varies between 0.15 and 0.22 cm’/s with 

ambient temperature change between 250 and 300 K.t4 Since 
the resonator experiments were performed under T=294 K 
conditions, the calculated vahre of the diifusivity using a 
linear dependence on ambient temperature is expected to be 
0.21 cm%. The present methodology has allowed the mea- 
surement of the thfqmai diffusivity of air to three significant 
figures with 1.9% accuracy and with numerical agreement 
from both lock-in channel signals. 
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